
Climate Crumbs
How to talk about climate change when growing and cooking



Outcomes
At the end of the session we hope participants will:

🌱 Have a greater understanding of how both cooking and 
growing food are positive climate actions

🌱 Have more confidence in bringing in climate activities and 
discussion topics to your groups



Underpinning Beliefs
1. Growing food is a climate action

🌱 Reduces food miles and emissions

🌱 Agroecology increases biodiversity and environmental repair

🌱 Places less emphasis on industrially farmed foods and monocultures

2. Cooking food is a climate action

🌱 Reduces processing energies

🌱 Allows for seasonal foods

🌱 Reduces food waste



Planet friendly = Penny Friendly

2. The climate crisis is a systemic issue - not down to personal choice

1. Many things that save money are also climate friendly actions

🌱 Meal planning = less food waste

🌱 Grow your own / regrowing scraps

🌱 Less cooking time = less energy = lower cost

🌱 Eating less meat or industrially produced meat or dairy products

3. Many people are already doing some or all of the above.  



Icebreaker!





What % of land area of UK is used for farming?

70%
What % of UK greenhouse gas emissions come from the food 

system 

30%
How much £ are Scottish households losing each year by   

wasting food
£1B



Diamond 9:  What is a Climate Action?







Sort in order of which appliance uses the most energy 
to which uses the least. 



Focus:
🌱 How we might respond to the range of reactions 

we get when we talk about food and climate 
change in the community.
  



Drawing activity:

Draw 2 characters, representing:

1.The reactions, attitudes, emotions and views you 
encounter in conversations about food and 
sustainability/climate change.

2.Yourselves as community workers/volunteers, and how 
you might respond to the character you have created. 





Framing 
conversations

What skills can help us? What values can guide us?

What language can we 
use?

Where can we have 
these conversations?





🌱 Talking about food and climate in ways that shift the 
focus away from individual choice

Focus:



Diamond 9:  Who is responsible for fixing our food system? 

Most responsible 
for fixing our food 

system

Least responsible 
for fixing our food 

system





Prompt questions for images of food adverts:
● Why did you choose that advert?
● What is the advert saying about the product? 
● How are they attempting to attract you as a 

consumer?
● Is this the kind of thing that would make you buy the 

product?
● Do you think that the advert is truthful?  Why? 



🌱 Exploring issues around food aid, food dignity and 
food justice. 

Focus:



Images of food banks



● How does this photo make you feel?
● What does this image tell you about surplus food in 

Scotland/UK?
● What would you say to the people in the photos?
● Why do you think that redistribution is seen as good 

for people and planet?
● How would you solve the issues portrayed in the 

photo?

Prompt questions for images of foodbanks.



St. Paul’s Cooking for 
Resilience Course 
- A Case Study



Storytelling



Guest Community Chef and CEO of Happy 
Cooking, Donna Borokinni



Recipes linked to 
workshop themes



Garturk Stitch Farm



Resource pack/toolkit



Presentation day!




